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A B S T R A C T

Although various methods have been applied for getting a Complete Denture with perfect retention, but it
is difficult to attain. Residual ridge resorption creates an ill-fitting denture, hence causing difficulty while
eating and even dislodging during talking, even adding to the patient’s embarrassment. Suction cup has
been widely used for the retention & stability of dentures, but is known to carry few complications like
palatal perforations and oro-antral communications. Here we present a case report of palatal hyperplasia
due to the suction cup.
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1. Introduction

The primary difficulties experienced during denture usage
are discomfort, algesia, usual noises like clicks and snaps
chewing difficulties, change in phonetics and dislodgment
of the prosthesis while talking or even chewing.1 To
withstand these issues suction cups were used. But
continuous use of these suction cups destroys the tissues
even leading to perforation of the palate. They create a
negative pressure on the mucosa causing a destructive
effect on the palatal tissues. This occurs as it reduces the
blood circulation of underlying tissues leading to hypoxia
and necrosis of the underlying bone leading to tissue
perforation.2The pathological changes are severe with the
habit of continuous denture usage for 24 hours a day. But
suction cups are used when the diameter is less than one
millimeter and has no risk of irritating the tissues/building
up bacteria.3

Maxillary complete denture causes inflammatory
papillary hyperplasia, usually involving the hard
palate, occasionally extend to the mucosa of the
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residual ridges. Mostly the patients are unaware of its
presence. Other terms for the Papillary hyperplasia of
the hard palate are Inflammatory papillary hyperplasia,
papillomatosis, pseudo-epitheliomatous hyperplasia and
denture stomatitis.4

Papillary hyperplasia is a pain-free and irreversible lesion
of the keratinized oral mucosa. The negative pressure is
an important factor involved in the formation of papillary
hyperplasia. The tissues under the ill-famed suction cup are
subjected to a negative pressure. A similar condition exists
while the “vacuum chamber” is used in the upper denture.5,6

2. Case Report

A fifty eight years old male was enrolled to treatment for a
new pair of dentures in the Department of Prosthodontics,
Himachal Dental College Sundernagar (HP). The patient
was using this denture for more than ten years and as a
result presented with severe occlusal wear, reduced vertical
dimension and ill adapted denture bases. During the clinical
examination, it was noted that the upper denture presented
a vacuum chamber in the palatal area filled with an
inflammatory hyperplasia (Figure 1). On the intaglio surface
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of the old denture a suction cup was there (Figure 2). A
maxillary impression was made for record as well as for
future reference and cast was poured (Figures 3 and 4).
The treatment instituted was removal of the cup as it was
obviously the cause of the problem.

The denture was then lined with tissue conditioner and
reinserted. After the material had set, the conditioning
material that occupied the area of the lesion was removed
from the denture. The patient was asked to wear the
denture and an appointment was scheduled for further
evaluation. Four days later, oral examination showed that
tissue response was good. Signs of clinical inflammation
had subsided considerably. The depth of the lesion was
reduced 0.5 to 1.0 mm, and the patient felt relief from
pain and discomfort. The liner was replaced and the same
procedure was performed on the area of the lesion. Another
impression was taken for comparison. When the patient was
examined after one month for evaluation, there was no sign
of inflammation. The palatal lesion had healed completely
and all surrounding tissues appeared normal (Figure 5). A
primary impression was made for a new complete maxillary
and mandibular denture. The case was carried to completion
using conservative treatment.

Fig. 1: Papillary hyperplasia

3. Discussion

The tissue-conditioning resins remain relatively plastic and
continues to flow under pressure. In this way, the applied
stresses are distributed evenly while maintaining intimate
contact with the underlying mucosa, as the sloughing and
healing of tissue occurs. The healing time is accelerated
by 3-4 days, when the tissue-conditioning resin is used in
place of the zinc oxide dressing. But the superiority of the
resins lies in the fact that they are more comfortable and
permit the individual to wear the modified denture during
the entire healing interval. According to Kawano et al7,8 and
Graham et al,9 the tissue conditioner provide more effective

Fig. 2: Intaglio surface showing suction disc attached

Fig. 3: Maxillary impression

Fig. 4: Defect shown in the cast
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Fig. 5: Tissues were normalized after one month

results due to better compressibility and absorbs more of
occlusal stresses, being transmitted to the liner and more
effectively “cushions” the recovering supporting tissues.10

Abdel Razek9 used Coe-comfort as a tissue conditioner,
as it is soft, flexible, pliable, hence allows the bruised
and distorted soft-tissues getting to their normal size and
shape. It also decreased inflammation and swelling. Douglas
and Walker while supporting Abdel Razek reported that
the tissue conditioning materials like Coe-comfort exhibit
some fungicidal properties for a limited time and also
contains bactericidal and fungicidal agents to retard the
growth of bacteria and fungi. The powder in this resin is
a “methyl methacrylate” mixed with inert fillers and the
liquid contains alcohol solvents and a plasticizer.11 In the
present study, Coe-Comfort tissue conditioner was used as
it gives better results in decreasing squamous epithelium
hyperplasia, and increase in fibrosis which indicates healing
and recovery of abused tissues.12

4. Conclusion

It can be concluded that the severity of inflammatory
papillary hyperplasia increases considerably on wearing
dentures through day-night. Denture hygiene is not a
significant factor in severity of inflammatory papillary
hyperplasia, when compared to wearing the dentures 24
hours a day. Inflammation caused by suction cup can be
reduced significantly by both the methods, i.e., using a tissue
conditioner as well as discontinuing the denture (tissue rest)
for about two weeks, while the healing was better when
tissue conditioner was used.
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